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Experiment on hydrogen removal apparatus for helium supply and
recovery system

M. Nakamura,∗1 T. Dantsuka,∗1 and H. Okuno∗1

In the past, the liquid-helium supply and recovery
system of the Wako campus have suffered severe dam-
ages from hydrogen impurities in the system.1) To re-
move this hydrogen from the recovered helium gas, we
developed hydrogen removal methods utilized for our
system. We found that the silver-zeolite “Ag400” made
by “Molecular Products Inc.” can be used as the ad-
sorbent, and the applicability of Ag400 for hydrogen
removal was confirmed.2) At that time, we did not in-
stall the hydrogen removal apparatus earnestly in our
system. However, a new liquid-helium supply system
was constructed and operated from 2017 because of
the deterioration of the old system.3) In this system,
the newly established hydrogen removal apparatus was
installed beforehand. In this study, we examined the
amount of hydrogen that can be adsorbed by Ag400,
which had not been minutely evaluated until now.

The experimental setup consists of a hydrogen tank,
a pressure gauge, a buffer tank, three switch valves, a
reaction tank, a data logger, and a vacuum pump. The
volume of the buffer tank is approximately 550 cc, and
that of the reaction cylinder is approximately 18 cc.
These parts are connected as shown in Fig. 1.

The experiment is performed by the following three
steps. i) Approximately 20 g of Ag400 is filled in the
reaction cylinder. Valve 1 is closed and the whole setup
are evacuated. ii) Valve 2 is closed, the valve 1 is re-
leased and hydrogen gas is filled to the buffer tank;
its pressure reaches 0.4 MPaG. iii) Valves 1 and 3 are
closed and valve 2 is released. Hydrogen gas is sup-
plied to the reaction cylinder and adsorption begins.
The change of the pressure of the buffer tank is moni-
tored by the pressure gauge and recorded by the data
logger.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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Fig. 2. Change of hydrogen pressure in the buffer tank.

The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 2.
From this figure, it can be observed that the hydro-
gen pressure in the buffer tank reduced rapidly from
0.4 MPaG to 0.34 MPaG in approximately 30 min af-
ter the start of the adsorption reaction. After 12 h, the
pressure slowly reduced to 0.32 MPaG. Finally, the hy-
drogen pressure reduced to approximately 0.31 MPaG
and settled at the equilibrium state. This result shows
that 20 g of Ag400 can adsorb approximately 500 scc
of hydrogen gas throughout the experimental process.

We use approximately 4 kg of Ag400 in the hydrogen
removal apparatus in the liquid helium supply and re-
covery system. Hence, approximately 0.10 Nm3 of hy-
drogen impurity gas can be removed by this apparatus.
Usually, the concentration of hydrogen contained in re-
covered helium gas ranges from 0.05 ppm to 1.5 ppm
in our system. Therefore, supposing that the recovered
helium gas contains 0.1 ppm of hydrogen, our appara-
tus can purify approximately 1000,000 Nm3 of recov-
ered helium gas. However, the total volumes of liquid
helium supplied in one year in Wako campus were from
180,000 L to 200,000 L.3) When all this liquid helium is
vaporized, approximately 135,000 Nm3 to 150,000 Nm3

of helium gas is generated. In this case, we will evalu-
ate that 4 kg of Ag400 can be used approximately 6–7
years for hydrogen removal.

In the next steps, we will evaluate other characteris-
tics of hydrogen removal apparatus containing Ag400.
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Safety interlock system for LINAC building

A. Akasiho,∗1 H. Sakamoto,∗1 and K. Tanaka∗1

An interlock system of the LINAC building toward
human safety (LHIS) works for human radiation safety
and compliance with radiation lows. Because the previ-
ous interlock system was operated for 30 years, it was
too complicated to operate and maintain through long-
term repeated system improvements and generational
changes of developers. Further, a machine protection
system (MPS), that is applied to accelerator machine
safety, was part of the previous interlock system. This
was an operational risk wherein both machine protection
and human safety systems were in the same system as
it was possible to cause operational conflict. Therefore,
the new LHIS was completely separated from MPS.

Figure 1 shows the chart for a new LHIS. In this sys-
tem, a programmable logic controller (PLC) controls
each safety device in the LINAC building directory. The
indicator light shows “beam on” or “beam off” at the en-
trance doors of the irradiation room and the accelera-
tor room, as shown in Fig. 2. The status of the doors
are monitored, and then the LHIS determines whether
beam irradiation is possible. When the radiation work-
ers enter the irradiation rooms, all take safety keys to
recognize the LHIS where the workers are in the room
and to inhibit beam irradiation. A radiation monitor
generates a signal to the LHIS if it detects an abnormal
dose level. Radiation dose level are recorded to radiation
monitoring system. An access control PC independent
from LHIS and operated by an access management sys-
tem generate a signal to the LHIS if a worker handles
its entry operation during beam irradiation.

Figure 2 shows an operational screen for the LHIS
operational PC (LHIS PC) that sends operational com-
mands to PLC as shown in Fig. 1. The schematic di-

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram for new LHIS.
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Fig. 2. Part of screen of LHIS PC. Positions of BSs are indi-
cated.

agram of the LINAC building is displayed. The LHIS
covers three areas which are accelerator room, irradi-
ation room of the Linac building, and the Connecting
building. Each area has its own beam shutter (BS) to
stop the beam discretely if an interlock incident occur.
Each BS on the accelerator is set on its upstream part
to stop a beam before entering the room, as shown in
Fig. 2. In the previous systems, a faraday cup, which
is applied for accelerator operation, is also commonly
applied as BS. The BSs are independent of the faraday
cups at LHIS.

Instructions are issued from the LHIS PC to PLC re-
motely. The LHIS PCs are set at a radiation control
room in the Nishina building and an accelerator opera-
tion room in the LINAC building. The position of each
operated device such as doors for the accelerator room
and the irradiation room is shown in Fig. 2. Green color
for the devices shows an acceptable status of a beam
irradiation, corresponds to “close” for the door case. A
yellow color door shows abnormal status of door “open.”
All operations for the devices are recorded in the LHIS
PCs.

LHIS is handled by the accelerator operators for RI-
LAC. The operators choose a button on the screen for
the beam irradiation area. Then LHIS analyzes condi-
tions of the safety devices for accelerator operation and
beam irradiation. A BS opens if all statuses are good.
If any status is not sufficient, an “abnormal” indication
is displayed and the BS does not open. While the BS
open, if a door for accelerator or irradiation rooms open,
the LHIS status changes to “abnormal” and BS closes.

The LHIS operation was successfully started at Octo-
ber 2019. At 2020, a rotating red light was installed at
the entrance of the irradiation room to show the X-ray
risk by the RILAC RF cavity.
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